
DM: OK, this is an oral history interview with Ray Stata on March 20, 2012, in 

Cambridge, Mass, at MIT. The topic is "inte1:�st in the history of analog-to-digital, 

digital-to-analog converters." The interviewer is David Mindell, professor at MIT in the 
' 

history of technology. 

I'll just start by asking you-- when we look at data converters, or depending on how we 

want to frame it-- what's the big story? What's the 50-ycar-story of how we got here? And 

what's interesting about the analog part of the computing world? 

RS: Well first of all, I've come at it from the point of view of instrumentation and 

industrial controls as opposed to communications and other entry points. But certainly, 

until the advent of the minicomputer-- the PD P-8, and the PD P-11, and so forth-- there 

was limited resources in universities and in many companies to use computers to process 

analog signals. With the availability of low cost computers, engineers got very interested 

in transitioning back and forth between analog world and the digital world. 

W c got our start in modular operational amplifiers, and then having achieved leadership 

in that market we began to ask, where do we go from here? We essentially answered that 

question by a survey with our customers-- which, by that time, three years into the 

company, had already amounted to 50,000 to 60,000 engineers. 

We got a very strong response from our·questionnaire. The basic question was-- if you 

had an opportunity to buy rather than make other functional circuits what would you 

select? And we offered a number of possible choices. But converters come out very 
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oppo1tunities we should pursue. The Idea is to give a voice to the technical community 

and to recognize and honor the significant contributions which engineers make to the 

company's success. 

This is now embedded into the culture so at Analog [Devices]. There's a tremendous 

respect for engineers. 

DM: And then they continue to innovate and--

RS: Oh yes. 

DM: Was it based on the IBM fellows, or any of these other kind of things we read 

about? 

RS: There wasn't any model that I was trying to replicate. There's lots of fellows 

programs, but, when you examine them, they really don't work that well because there is 

not the right balance of power between the technical and management communities. 

There is not respect for engineers at the top of the company. 
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